
With the great news of the rail station opening on Dec 13th it is fair to say that some related 

matters have not gone so well. I spent a lot of time with representatives of Murphy, Network 

Rail, CCC and local residents to Station Rd looking at the impending changes to local road 

layout. It is fair to say that the local residents have been unfairly impacted by the reduced 

width at the crossroads at Mereside and Station Rd. 

To the left of Station Rd there are five properties, four if which had no notice of changes to 

the Highway until a TRO for double yellows which resulted in letters being delivered but the 

work to narrow the road and junction was at this point underway. There is a long story but I 

will jump to the current status. Cars were moved to allow the works to continue and the 

station will open as planned. However, CCC officers, supported by NR and CPCA are 

looking at temporary and permanent parking options for these displaces residents. I have also 

asked CCC for a review of this matter and how such event could unfold. I will report 

accordingly as I continue to fight with and for the residents. 

I met last week with 25+ residents of Townsend and The Shade, all more than concerned at 

road safety along this road. As a result we have requested a highways strategic review from 

Holmes Lane to Barcham turning, including Townsend and The Shade. Safety is the number 

1 need and I await speed recordings from Cllr Horgan. I will again keep you informed as we 

progress but this is a typical result of piecemeal changes to highways for individual 

developments with little if any regard to the wider user community. 

Following last months meeting I have asked for a review of the High st parking with regards 

the access to the side of Blue Donkey. This is ongoing but I have also stood at this location 

on two occasions and noted for myself the terrible and illegal parking that blocks this access. 

I feel very sorry for the residents impacted by this. I am meeting with Darryl Preston, PCC, 

The East Cambs police Sargent  and CCC officers this month to try and work solutions to all 

aspects. Policing and prosecution of offenders, road layout improvements to assist and 

funding for needed changes. I will revert to STC accordingly. 

 I have met with numerous other residents to discuss local issues as well as helping the 

reporting of road issues. 

At the County Council I am monitoring the response to the successful motion on surface 

water drains. Other Council aspects continue and as ever I am happy to respond to any 

question or request. 

 Merry Christmas to all and best wishes for a safe and prosperous 2022  

 


